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Letters from the Colonial War
by DonSuzume

Summary

A series of letters between Moshi Shimiko, a navigator in the Mantis fleet, and her young
husband, Moshi Yasude, who she left behind in Broken Wave City in Rokugan proper when
the Mantis-Crane War in the Colonies results in her departure shortly after their marriage.

Notes

This work is set in the year 1198 almost seventy years after the Clan Wars. This was a mere
two years before the end of the old canon and saw a radically different situation in Ningen-
Do, most notably in this tale the absorption of the Centipede, Wasp and Fox into the Mantis
and their subsequent controversial declaration of being a great clan. It is also important for
those unfamiliar to understand that "The Colonies" are what the Rokugani call the now
conquered Ivory Kingdoms, though 90% percent of their population was wiped out before
hand in the Destroyer War. If you want to know more, I highly recommend tracking down the
4E Imperial Histories II for the latter - especially its chapters on The Destroyer War and The
Age of Exploration (in which the work is set.)

http://archiveofourown.org/users/DonSuzume/pseuds/DonSuzume


Chapter 1

Shimiko - queen of my heart,

 

It has only been two nights since your departure, but our bed is already cold without you.  I
do not however expect you to face much difficulty with the Crane.  How far they have fallen
since the days of the Hantei!  Is it not abundantly clear that the sea routes to the Colonies are
truly the purview of the Mantis!  I am sure the Yoritomo will much to boast about upon your
return to Rokugan.  The Kakita lose one iajitsu duel and they feel the need to declare war on
us.  By this winter we will rule not only the Ivory Coast, but that of the Crane as well.  How
are your ship mates?  Are you still assigned to Hachiman's Tempest?  Are the Yoritomo
making fools of themselves as usual?  I often wonder why we fell in with such loud mouths,
but you cannot argue with their continued ascent.  At times however I wonder about the old
ways of our family - the world of our grandparents - where the Moshi rarely left the Vale of
the Centipede.  It sounds so different from our current place, but not necessarily bad.  Maybe
the Kitsune have the right idea of living as they did before joining, but that seems hardly
loyal.  If we are Mantis now, we should support our Champion.  If young Yoritomo-no-kimi
wants us to serve him as we do, then let us do so.  I am likewise grateful to him for my
courtly education, no matter how brief.  It feels wrong for any samurai, especially of a Great
Clan to not attend some school or another.  Our fathers rarely had that opportunity in the
strict etiquette of the Centipede. 

Broken Wave City is as hectic as usual, though since you and the others departed for the war,
it has been a bit tenser.  The Phoenix seem on guard, though us being at war with their dear
ally makes this a bit understandable.  If clan of Shiba supports that of Doji, there may be
more to worry about, so close to their lands.  The Vale of the Centipede may be defensible
enough, but a bit of raised sea bed within sight of the Isawa lands is a bit more concerning. 
Tsuruchi-san told me he thinks they are acting as spies.  I laughed at him.  Agasha Tsuchino-
san is too peaceable and sturdy a friend to be handing secrets off to the Daidoji.  He is a
pacifist by the Sun!  The two of us went to a tea at his embassy and it was quite exquisite. 
The Phoenix still surely remember our time as "Isawa's Little Sister" though I did feel the
usual disappointment in our throwing in with Yoritomo if we must join a Great Clan.  The
ambassador made her assurances of neutrality quite clear.  The Unicorn may be allies of the
Crane, but I cant imagine them attacking an island.  Unless they have a deal with the orochi
they have not told us of.  Speaking of strange watery folks, I heard the work crews found a
new area of the Ningyo Caverns.  Agasha-san told me he thinks the builders may have been
another race.  He insists the Naga are behind them, not the Ningyo.  I have my doubts, but
what is a friend for if not a debate?  The section near his embassy is currently being studied
by the Asako scholars and he claims they are sure it was snakes not fishes who are behind
them.  Naga swimming through underwater caves is surely a bizarre thought.  When you
arrive in Kalani's Landing do take lots of notes.  The Colonies are all the rage in court life
and I would love to have some first hand accounts to share.  I have heard there are a bestial
race like our ratlings, but with the body of an ape!  That must surely have consequences in
the history of Ningen-Do.



I fear you may be gone all summer, knowing the time it will take to arrive, engage and return
home.  Please do write as often as possible.  I am well aware the Komori can forward
messages with surprising ease.  Do not die so early in our marriage, especially before you
have borne yourself an heir.  If the Crane took you from me, I know not what I would do.  I
await all your letter with eager expectation and love sick excitement.  And when you return -
do bring some of the strange coffee the Unicorn import for such extortionate prices, I have
heard it is richer than all other teas in the world.  

 

May the Sun bless speed you on your way and bless with your divine courage in the face of
our enemies,

Yasude



Chapter 2

Yasude, my sweet silverfish,

 

I was not expecting a letter so soon from you.  It arrived not a day behind me in Kyuden
Gotei.  I know how cold a bed can feel without one's spouse and I pray to Lady Sun your
optimism is well founded.  I am indeed aboard Hachiman's Tempest.  Iweko has made clear
that this war remain in the Colonies.  Why the Crane agreed to such terms is beyond me. 
 Their loss.  However at least it means our mainland holdings will be left alone.  I doubt the
pompous whigs could endure the Tsuruchi and Kitsune barreling toward their precious
pleasure gardens.

While the Phoenix may be allies of the Crane, I agree with Agasha Tsuchina-san that their
attack is unlikely.  I am well aware that the two of you are dear friends, but please do be
careful around him.  War cares not for friendship and an honorable samurai like Tsuchina-san
shall always choose loyalty first.  Be careful what you share around him and in the Phoenix
embassy.  Our family may have a good relationship with the Phoenix, but our Yoritomo lords
certainly do not.

On the subject of them, the crew is as loud and boisterous as ever.  The the ship is full of
boasts of how many crane heads they shall take. Our new captain, Yoritomo Sentao-sama,
seems disciplined however.  He kept an overly eager marine away from me when the sake
flowed the night of our departure.

As I write this in a dockside tea house grey clouds have begun to form over the harbor.  The
Yoritomo love their storms, and eagerly await to put out in the most of this one.  They believe
they are the special children of Osano-wo like we of Amaterasu.  They tell me any mission
put to sea in the mist of his fury will surely succeed.  Let us pray this is the case.

As I prepare to sail into battle, I must agree with your nostalgia toward the Centipede.  I fear
that our quiet days in the Vale are a thing of history today.  The Mantis have brought us
unheard of prosperity and recognition, but also war.  I cannot think of a single battle our
ancestors fought.  But we are Mantis now.  We must adapt.

Hopefully this Fall I will see you again.  I already miss the gentle warmth of your body and
the soothing murmur of your breath on my neck.  When I return be sure our pantry has fish
abd sake for at least a few days is all I suggest.  Send Tsuruchi-san and Agasha-san my
regards and please pray for our endeavor in the Temple of the Sun. 

 

Sincerely and longingly, 

Skimiko





Chapter 3

Shimiko - my sweet sun dappled beauty,

 

It is good to likewise hear back so soon.  Sentao-sama sounds like a good man.  You
mentioned one of his marines made a pass on you?  My heart churned with fear reading that. 
How weak men can be and how treacherous their wives! I am relieved you turned him down. 
I have heard enough of my cousins tell sorrowful tales of their wife leaving them on a sea
voyage, and returning in the arms of some Yoritomo Bushi.  I hope my aspirations to be an
ideal husband have sufficiently pleased you.  I hereby take an oath to you as I write this
missive to be free of any lusty entanglements until the day you return.  The only body I shall
embrace in that matter is yours.  So please return with it un-mangled.  Forgive my
inexperienced heart for these worries, I know doubt is unbecoming, but so am I in many
ways.  I have spoken much with the other men in the Temple about improving my husbandly
duties for your return.  Whether I speak of finance or more exciting activities I leave to your
imagination.

Not too much eventful has happened here in Broken Wave since my last meeting.  Tsuchino-
san and I visited the Belly of the Orochi last night.  A bit of a rundown sake house, but our
lead they had freshly imported Yasuki brew proved correct.  While there, Watanabe Al-
Zayan-sam sat next to us at the counter.  His head was full of his duties as harbor master as
usual - he even brought a book he intended to study while he drank - but Tsuchino-san and I
managed to weasel a bit of info on the Colonies out of him.  He was born there after all.  He
did confirm the rumor of ape men, and more excitingly recounted a tale of a lost Valley of the
Monkey told by locals.  Supposedly in the mountains west of the Second City there is a
hidden vale of these beings, ruled by a monkey king with such noble power he rides upon the
clouds.  What a story!  I wonder if the Spider have met this Monkey King?  More pointedly I
wonder if they would share this discovery or just keep it to themselves.  I know Fu Leng
giving his life for Rokugan is plenty of grounds for redemption, but can we really trust his
grandson, Kanpeki-no-Kimi?   Surely the man plots off in his jungles. Agasha-San assured
me he would tell of such a discovery. Like any good Yoritomo - even one of their vassals -
Al-Zayan-sama disagrees.  He said they probably put them to the sword and made the place
into a secret redoubt - they have enough mountain mystics in their lives.  They both found the
comment greatly silly, and were fast to draw their fans, but while I laughed along I find that
idea a bit tragic.  These odd beings may be gaijin, but the surely such a shattered people as
the Colonial natives must bring a pang of Compassion to any samurai heart.   Regardless I
await your reply soon. 

 

With utmost reverence and fidelity, 

Yasude



Chapter 4

Yasude - my rock in the storm,

 

I thank you dearly for your oath, and be assured I took one likewise to our Lady in my small
altar here.  Your pure heart and earnest love is what brought you to me through Lady Sun's
gentle Providence.  You are a Moshi man of the old stock who truly honors the Sun through
honoring her priestesses.  I have seen that in you since that frigid day at Kyuden Asako.  Your
match maker was there, and samurai-ko from across Rokugan were practically lining up for a
chance to lust after you. Such a graceful and gentle man, from an ascending Clan, available
for matrilineal marriage?  You were quite the favorite at that Winter Court. 

All the ladies took their chance with you, and you took it in stride.  That boarish Hida and her
Matsu rival.  If they had one out you would spend your life with a bruised pelvis and a
thuggish wife.  You would do papers into the night until the screen slid open for decades. 
You would wake to a lonely bed, your love already departed for the training field.  And yet
you entertained both of them with dignity, and I am sure if you were theirs that hard life
would be your pride. 

There was that coy Soshuro who showed more skin than silk, who teased and whispered and
batted her eyelashes.  Doubtless she was one of that ignoble family's honeypots, and with her
you would know well that every assignment she departed for would more likely than not
leave you a cuckold.  And yet I am certain if that was your life you would throw yourself into
it and would spend your evenings practicing her feminine whiles. 

I recall likewise a quiet woman, the Asahina with the withered arm.  She knew she would not
succeed with you, but three years past her gempukku and still unbetrothed she clung onto you
with the tenacity of an octopus to its prey. I am not foolish, I know you keep those heartfelt
poems in your wedding trunk.  Fear not, I do not hold it against you and know full well she
was the one you first reciprocated out of love, not duty.  You would probably have been in
bliss sharing her marriage bed by the gentle coast of Kyuden Asahina.  Your soul is too
peaceful for this ungentle world, you would have been happy among her kin. I am sure you
are a true Moshi, so many of our people, even the men have turned to the ways of war since
our admission to the Mantis.  As I write this I sit at aboard a great armada, preparing to
depart in the morn for battle.  You have stayed true to the peaceful ways of Lady Sun.

Regardless, who was I to win such a man of gentle strength and dignity?  An old barren
widow, still mourning her first husband.  I saw how you looked at Asahina-san and how
Tsuchino-san and her sister passed your poems between you.  I was as infatuated as all the
other ladies (married or not) and approached you.  I recall when we met first, it was an
especially snowy morning and we enjoyed part of that fine tea your Hida suitor had gifted
you.  I knew you were nervous, I was older than the others, and had neither the figure of
Soshuro nor the presence of those bushi.  And yet as we talked about everything and nothing



in particular you healed something in the wounded soul of every widow, and I knew you
would be mine.  How I adore you, and how I do not deserve a man like you. 

Sentao-sama teased me, called me a cradle robber.  I reminded him the Way of the Centipede
is different and that I sought more than the nubile bed warmers beside so many lords.  I saw
in you a lost dignity of our Family, someone pure and precious and beloved.  I still remember
the tears of poor Asahina-san.  I will never forgive myself for stealing you away from her. 
My love was selfish, I wanted you for my own aching heart and aging body.  I know you
would have been happier waking up beside her, but you are pure and your love is selfless.  I
know that as soon as it was decided you offered your heart to me, for my happiness, and that
that very sacrifice brings you such joy. 

I am sorry to grow so impassioned, but please know I love you.  I shall sail out in the
morning, and despite the good odds one can never be sure of the fate that lies in war.  Pray
for me to Lady Sun that I may return to your side with haste.  I have no fear of your infidelity
and you may be assured of my loyalty.  As I write the Kami of Air whisper of the coming
storm.  As I recounted before Yoritomo believe any fleet launched in the thunder will
invariably succeed.  As they bang the drums across Kyuden Gotei, imploring the Son of
Thunder to grant them this blessing, I can only pray it is a true one.  Let us at least be united
by the warmth of the same sun. 

 

Your undeserving wife,

Shimiko



Chapter 5

Shimiko - whose humility rings like pride,

 

My heart, I think you have a somewhat warped view of our courtship. I am hardly the selfless
lover between us.  I am sure you are aware that if Asahina-san had won out you'd be sailing
against my hypothetical Clan, as you wrote those poetic words.  I thank you for the
sentiment, but please do not denigrate yourself like that.  Even if your desire began as such,
the care and sacrifice you have made for our union more than makes up for the lust of eyes.

Regardless, you recently mentioned you were in Kyuden Gotei to join with the other fleets. 
What is the temperament in the Isles?  Are the Yoritomo there as eager to fight as those here
in Broken Wave.  They are so pugnacious.  I know it is a samurai's first duty to kill.  But I am
still nervous about there base fury.  I fear the stability of our strange clan.

The Kitsune have made their opposition to this conflict clear.  There was an iajitsu duel
between a Kitsune and his Yoritomo captain when he refused to sail out.  The Fox lays dead. 
There are mutterings among our own family on the matter.  Please return soon, I have not the
talent or experience to sail our household through this mess.

On brighter news, Agasha-san has been courting a lady. One of Watanabe-sama's daughters. 
They seem truly smitten with each other. Perhaps stumbling into his favorite sake house
wasn't purely by chance?  I hope Watanabe-sama shares this sentiment.  Though I don't know
his feelings on the Phoenix.  Not everyone here appreciates their influence.  I also hope
Agasha's family would not frown on him marrying a vassal samurai.  He has been around me
less lately due to his lady love, and Tsuruchi-san departed this morning for the war.  The city
is much quieter with the fleet and warriors departing.  Do continue to write, I fear things
might slow down a bit on my end.

 

Your selfish prince,

Yasude



Chapter 6

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Yasude - My homeward star,

 

The kami did not lie to me last night.  As Lady Sun rose from the sea she did so veiled in the
modesty of grey clouds and thunder.  Great festivity and cheer rang out as the Yoritomo made
way to depart before the weather left us.  Thunder peeled lazily and the harbor was brown
and churning.  War drums beat and the more enthusiastic Bushi raced along the decks
screaming praises to Osano-wo.  War dances and boastful songs seemed as much a priority as
checking the manifests or rigging the sails.  At the rousing speech of our Champion, the
loudest chants of "Yoritomo!" could be heard above the beating of coxswains' drumming.   I
must confess even I got caught up in the cacophony as our ship set off toward the Colonies. 
How easy it is for a proper woman to lose herself in the excitement of her peers.  I blush at
the memory of crying out from my shrine like some mad moon witch.  You'd never let me
hear the end of it.

I am dismayed at your report of the duel you witnessed.  The Kitsune have long resented their
membership in the Mantis.  They share even less than we do with our lords, and have a wild
spirit were we have one of peace.  I have witnessed very few of our fellow priests here in the
Isles and can count even fewer in the fleet.  I fear for them.  There may well be consequences
after the Crane are whipped.

Please do tell Agasha that I will put in a good word for him with Watanabe of he needs it.  I
know him well, and his daughters are good matches for any young man as himself.  Did
Tsuruchi-san tell you his assignment?  Maybe I'll see him when we arrive.

If you truly are lonely, perhaps you could continue to seek out the other spouses remaining to
manage the households.  I am sure you will find some kindred souls at the Temple of the
Sun.  

The storm continues to churn around us and I write this as the final Isles vanish to our north. 
I hope the Komori get this note to you in a timely manner. 

 

Your storm crazed witch, 

Shimiko

Chapter End Notes



I'm not dead and Merry Christmas.



Chapter 7

Shimiko - my absent soul,

 

It is good to hear you are finally underway.  The Sea of Shadows will hopefully be the worst
you must face.  The Crane will in all likelihood roll over when you reach the Colonial
waters.  Do write of what you encounter in those cursed waters.  My macabre curiosity
tempts me.

I did take your advice and visit the Temple of the Sun.  Unfortunately it did not bring the
community I hoped.  The priestesses were once again locked in messy debate.  Amaterasu
and Jade Sun, as always. 

Is Jade Sun a reincarnation of her? 

If so shouldn't we call her Amaterasu? 

But she has a new name!

But we knew her as such for centuries!

But we are Mantis now!

Can't we just say "Lady Sun?"

It's endless.  Once again my thoughts are drawn back to an era I never knew, when the
Centipede were free of politicking.  My education may not be theological, but I am sure that
our Lady isn't happy that we endlessly lash out at each other over how to address her.  "Lady
Sun" is plenty.  The debate turned very colorful, until they realized my presence in the
sanctuary.  The High Priestess apologized.  Probably the clouds.

 

Your disappointingly earthly courtier,

Masude



Chapter 8

Masude - my pining beloved,

 

Do not worry, we have not yet passed into the Sea of Shadows.  As I write this we recently
departed from our final stop before the crossing, at Sunda Mizu.  The Crab agreed to provide
our fleet ample jade, on the agreement we did not purchase other weapons or stay the night in
their bay.

 

The Yasuki can be quite rude abd forward.  Seeing them openly haggling like hiemin was a
bit sickening, but I understand their importance.  It still disgusts me.  At least there cities are
clean.

 

I am saddened to hear what happened to you at the Temple.  These endless bickerings tear at
my soul.  We are truly drifting so far as a Family.

 

I hear Akiho-san's husband is likewise a stricken with loneliness.  She told me he sends you
missives daily, to the point the Bat Embassy wrote to her to ask him to relax.  You should
seek his company, as he dearly needs it.

 

Finally, I have procured a gift of sort for you while in Sunda Mizu.  Expect a member of the
Barefoot Brethren in the coming weeks.

 

With earnest love and a lonely bed, 

Shimiko. 



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/35263561/comments/new
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